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Scaling limit of weakly bound triatomic states
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The usefulness of a scale-independent approach to identify Efimov states in three-body systems is shown by
comparing such an approach with a realistic calculation in the case of three helium atoms. We show that the
scaling limit is realized in practice in this case, and suggest its application to study other similar systems,
including the case where two kinds of atoms are mixed. We also consider the observed large scattering length
of the 87Rb dimer to estimate the critical value of the ground-state energy of the corresponding trimer
(>1.5 mK), in order to allow for one Efimov state above the ground state.@S1050-2947~99!50407-1#

PACS number~s!: 34.10.1x, 05.30.Jp, 21.45.1v, 36.40.2c
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Loosely bound two- and three-body systems are cha
terized by the fact that their sizes are much larger than
characteristic range of the two-body interaction. The b
illustration for such a system is the experimentally fou
4He-4He dimer with a size of about 50 Å@1,2#. Qualita-
tively, the 4He-4He interaction has roughly a depth of 11
with a scattering length (aHe) around 100 Å. In such a case
approaching the limit where the two-boson energy is ze
the three-boson system presents an increasing numbe
loosely bound three-body states, known as Efimov states@3#.
They have large spatial extension and do not depend on
details of the interaction. Although diffraction experimen
@2# indicated the existence of a helium trimer, the connect
with the Efimov effect is not clear. The Efimov states occ
at extremely low energies and, if they exist, they are c
tainly related to low-temperature effects that occur in atom
systems, such as Bose condensation and superfluidity
weakly bound triatomic state becomes important from
perspective of an ultracold gas, as it provides a repuls
three-body pseudopotential, independent of the sign of
two-atom scattering length, which could stabilize the co
densate even in the case of negative scattering length@4,5#.
Also, the three-body recombination of ultracold atoms to
weakly bounds level in the Efimov limit goes to infinity@6#.

In the limit of zero-range interaction, with the two-boso
scattering length fixed, the three-boson ground state
lapses and an infinite number of strongly bound states
pears~Thomas effect@7#!. The Efimov and Thomas states a
related by a scale transformation and are governed by
ratio between the scattering length and the range of the f
@8,9#. As is also well known, even when the two-body inte
action is not strong enough to bind the two-body system
can bind the corresponding three-body system. This imp
that a change in sign of the two-body scattering length d
not rule out the existence of Efimov states. Recently,
relation was also discussed between an effect that oc
when two identical scatterers are close together~known as
proximity resonances! and the Thomas and Efimov effec
@10#.

Considering the possibility of atomic bulk matter, wi
two different species of atoms (a andb), we study the three-
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body systemsa-a-b. The a-b and a-a systems may or
may not be bound; thus the atom-atom scattering length
tains a range of values. In principle, this can be realized
experiments where, by means of light or induced magn
fields, the excited atoms have the two-atom interact
changed@11#.

Two helium atoms have a very shallow and short-rang
interaction potential, with the binding energy very close
zero @1,2#; thus many aspects of the relevant three-bo
physics are analogous to those that have been studie
nuclear physics at very low energies@3,12–14,9#. The large
scattering length compared to the range of the potential
tifies the search for Efimov states in a helium-trimer syste
Several theoretical studies have already considered the
sibility of Efimov states in the helium trimer@2,15–21#. At
first sight, one notices that the ground state is extremely s
sitive to the potential-well region and also that the Efim
states are sensitive to certain features of the longe-range
tential. In the following, we definitely clarify that such ap
parent independent sensitivities, of the ground and Efim
state energies, disappear once the dimer binding energ
kept fixed. The conclusion is that other details~knowing the
dimer and trimer ground-state energies! presented in the re
alistic interactions that have been used are quite irrelevan
the existence of Efimov states. These features are represe
in a universal scaling function, relating the trimer grou
state, the dimer, and the Efimov state binding energ
which contains most of the relevant physics of realistic mo
els.

The main purpose of the present work is to derive
scaling function, which is obtained in the scaling limit@9#
when the range of the interaction goes to zero. The existe
of the scaling limit is a consequence of the renormalizabi
of quantum mechanics with zero-range interactions@9,22#.
We will show that in practice such a limit is approached
the excited state of the helium trimer, obtained in realis
calculations@19–21#, clarifying the theoretical interpretation
of those excited states as Efimov states. We believe tha
scaling limit, once its wide application in low-energy thre
particle physics~from nuclear to molecular systems! is
R9 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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proved, must be very useful in analyzing any other sim
systems~such as the rubidium systems@23,24#, for example!.

The scaling limit of weakly bound triatomic systems
found from the renormalization procedure of the zero-ran
~RZR! three-body model, where the physical inputs are tw
body and three-body ground-state energies@22#. The three-
body ground state energy, if not available from experime
can be determined using a realistic two-body interacti
Even when a realistic calculation has already been used
the ground-state, one should still think about the advanta
of using the RZR model to obtain other low-energy thre
body observables, considering the extensive numerical
involved in a realistic calculation~see the appendix of Ref
@19#!.

With the only purpose being to gain some qualitative
sight into the scaling limit, let us discuss how the scali
function is justified in the context of the two-body model f
a three-body system of Ref.@13#, where it is considered a
two heavy particles~label a and massMa), separated byR,
and a light one~label b). Subtracting the two-body binding
energyBab , the effective interaction between the two hea
particles, generated by the solution of the equation for lig
heavy particle systems, is given by

V~R!52
1

n F 2

aab

e2R/aab

R
1

e22R/aab

R2 G , ~1!

where n is a mass factor andaab is the heavy-light–
scattering length.aab is related toBab by the effective range
expansionk05(1/aab)1(1/2)r 0k0

2, wherenBab5k0
2 and r 0

is the effective range. ForBab50, the potentialV(R) exhib-
its the Efimov effect, provided that the heavy-light mass ra
is big enough to make the adiabatic approximation valid.
this limit, we relate the three-body binding energy of t
(N11)-th Efimov state (B3

(N11)) to the three-body binding
energy of theNth state. By using a scaleR85AB3

(N)R and
V8(R8)5V(R)/B3

(N) , we have the following dimensionles
s-wave Schro¨dinger equation (\51,Ma51):

F2
d2

dR82
1V8~R8!Gf5S Bab

B3
(N)

2
B3

(N11)

B3
(N) D f. ~2!

The differential equation~2! needs one boundary conditio
in the range of the two-body potential;r 0. The effective
potential forR8→0, if not regularized, collapses the thre
body system. The boundary condition for the wave funct
at r 0 is a function ofB3

(N) , Bab , andr 0 : j(B3
(N) ,Bab ,r 0). In

dimensionless units, this function is written a
j8(1,Bab /B3

(N) ,AB3
(N)r 0). The boundary condition is the

same for the Efimov states in the limit of zero range, wh
implies

lim
r 0→0

j8S 1,
Bab

B3
(N)

,AB3
(N)r 0D

5 lim
r 0→0

j8S B3
(N11)

B3
(N)

,
Bab

B3
(N)

,AB3
(N)r 0D . ~3!
r
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Consequently,B3
(N11)/B3

(N) is a function of Bab /B3
(N) for

r 050. This illustrates that it is reasonable to expect a u
versal scaling function connectingB3

(N11)/B3
(N) and

Bab /B3
(N) for N→`, while the ratioBab /B3

(N) is kept fixed.
Such a scaling function is calculated in the RZR model, a
we found that it converges fast withN.

Now, we return to our general case of three particl
a-a-b, to obtain the universal scaling function. We fir
distinguish the bound (1) or virtual (2) states by

Kag[6ABag5
1

A2magaag

, ~4!

whereg5a,b and mag is the corresponding reduced ma
of the (ag) system. The scaling function, defined by

B3
(N11)

B3
(N)

5FS Kaa

AB3
(N)

;
Kab

AB3
(N)

;AD , ~5!

where A[Mb /Ma , gives the ratio of the energies of tw
consecutive states (N andN11! in the limit of N→`.

Next, we present a single integral equation, which cor
sponds to the reduction of the coupled Faddeev inte
equations@9# for the zero-range limit of a two-body interac
tion. To solve the integral equation, we used a regulariza
parameterL in the momentum integration, which represen
the inverse of the interaction range@3,9#. Later on,L→` is
considered, while the ratios between each of the two-b
energies,Bag , and the three-body ground-state energy
kept fixed. This limit is achieved by makingN→` with
fixed L. Thes-wave projected equation is given by

xab~q!5tab~q;B3
(N)!E

0

L

dkFAGb~q,k;B3
(N)!

12E
0

L

dpGa~p,q;B3
(N)!

3taa~p;B3
(N)!Ga~p,k;B3

(N)!Gxab~k!, ~6!

where, forg5a,b with hg[Ma /(2mag),

Gg~q,k;E![ ln
E2qk1hg~q1k!21q2~hb2hg!

E1qk1hg~q2k!21q2~hb2hg!
, ~7!

tag~q;E![
hg

3/2

p FAE1
A12

4Ahg
q22KagG21

. ~8!

We solve Eqs.~6!–~8! in units, such thatL51. The corre-
sponding dimensionless quantities aree3

(N)[B3
(N)/L2, kag

[Kag /L. The two-body observables can be written in term
of the three-body binding energyB3

(N) , by replacingL, such
that kag /Ae3

(N)5Kag /AB3
(N). The Thomas effect occurs fo

L→` with the energies of the two-body systems kept fixe
whereas the Efimov states arise whenKag→0 with L kept
fixed.

In the strict Efimov limit the scaling function is a functio
of only A and B3

(N11)/B3
(N)5F(0;0;A). The ratio between
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two closed Efimov states becomes practically constant w
N, as we illustrate in Fig. 1 forN50 andN51. For equal
masses, as shown, the ratio is close to 1/500.

Let us discuss the scaling function for three helium atom
As b5a and A51, Eq. ~5! can be simplified to
B3

(N11)/B3
(N)5F(K2 /AB3

(N)) ~2 replaces the doublea
indices!. In Fig. 2, the solid line presents our result for th
scaling function, which showsA(B3

(N11)2B2)/B3
(N) as a

function of K2 /AB3
(N)[1/@a2AB3

(N)#. As seen in Fig. 2, the

FIG. 1. The ratio between the binding energies of consecu
states in the Efimov limit (Baa5Bab50), for thea-a-b system,
as a function ofMb .

FIG. 2. Comparison of the scaling limit~solid line! with realistic
calculations for the4He trimer. Results from Ref.@19# for N50 for
an interaction in thes wave ~empty boxes! and in thes1d waves
~crossed circles!, and forN51 ~crosses!. Other calculations forN
50: Ref. @18# ~stars!, Ref. @20# ~crossed boxes!. The dashed line
guides the eyes through realistic model results. Recent results
Ref. @21# are consistent with this plot.
th

s.

results from realistic interactions~dashed line! approach the
scaling limit. The results obtained from Ref.@19#, repre-
sented in Fig. 2 by empty squares (s wave! and crossed
circles (s1d waves!, covered a wide range of scatterin
lengths, as the strength of the realistic two-body interact
was varied. So, they are appropriate for comparison with
results. We confirm that all other recent realistic calculatio
for the helium trimer, given in Refs.@18,20,21#, are com-
pletely consistent with the scaling limit, and we show a fe
of them in Fig. 2.

The universality of the scaling function is a characteris
of the Efimov regime, which does not depend on the deta
nature of the short-range two-body interaction. As the tw
body binding energy is increased, a small deviation betw
the scaling limit and realistic models can be observed.
including the effective range effect, one could improve t
scaling function without requiring further details about t
two-body interaction.

We have extended the analysis of the scaling function
aÞb in two examples. The critical condition for the appea
ance of one Efimov state, in Eq.~5!, is defined by
F(0;Kab /AB3

(N);A)5Bab /B3
(N) , when Kaa50, and by

F(Kaa /AB3
(N);0;A)5Baa /B3

(N) , when Kab50. For any
value ofBaa /B3

(N) or Bab /B3
(N) smaller than the correspond

ing critical value, there exists at least one Efimov state ab
the ground state. As we can observe in Fig. 3, the m
favorable situation, between these two, for the experime
observation of Efimov states is given when the splitting b
tween the states becomes larger, which happens forBaa
,Bab . These results extend the calculations given in R
@9# to cases whereA,1.

Applying the results for the scaling function, obtained
Fig. 2 to 87Rb atoms, we can estimate the minimum ener
for the ground state, which allows for the existence of o
excited Efimov state. We use only the scattering length of
87Rb-87Rb system,aRb550 Å @24#, with the assumption
that it is much greater than the range of the potential, in or
to estimate thatB2,Rb5\2/MRb /aRb

2 '0.22 mK. From the

e

m

FIG. 3. Critical upper limits for the existence of one Efimo
state above theNth state, as a function ofMb .
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scaling plot presented in Fig. 2, the condition for the ex
tence of one Efimov state above the ground state is given
0,AB2,Rb /B3,Rb

(0) <0.38, since the rubidium dimer is boun
This implies thatB3,Rb

(0) >1.5 mK, for the existence of the
excited state. From this example, we show that the estim
for the Efimov-state energy demands knowledge of
ground-state energy, which could in principle be obtain
experimentally; therefore, we just present the lower bou
In the same way, one can obtain the lower bound for
ground-state binding energy, which permits one Efimov s
for any other system of three identical particles.

In summary, we have shown that the4He-trimer ground
and excited states approach the scaling limit obtained fro
calculation with the renormalized zero-range model. As
example, we estimate the lower bound of the ground-s
ry
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energy of the87Rb trimer, which allows one excited Efimo
state, opening the possibility of studying other atomic s
tems. The critical conditions for the appearance of one E
mov state in the scaling limit were studied for several mas
of systems with two like atoms plus a third one, for a wi
range of atom-atom scattering lengths.
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